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a b s t r a c t

Network virtualization is an enabler for intelligent energy-aware network deployment. The existing research

usually searches the subset of resources in the whole substrate network passively for the virtual networks

(VNs), where resource consolidation achieves the minimization of energy consumption by switching off or

hibernating as many network nodes and interfaces as possible. However, the stable active resources for ac-

commodating the VNs help enhance the number of the hibernated nodes and links, which can reduce the

energy consumption. A novel method for energy efficient virtual network embedding (EEVNE) is proposed

in this paper, which controls the mappable area of the substrate network actively and can find the minimal

consolidation of the network resources. In our proposed method, a controller, a check device and an actuator

are designed for finding the stable consolidated subset of the substrate resources. Besides, two feedback-

control-based EEVNE algorithms are devised to minimize the energy consumption of the substrate network

for embedding VNs. Simulation results show that our algorithms significantly save greater energy than the

existing algorithms.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction1

The reduction of energy consumption has become a key issue in2

the future Internet. In 2011, the energy consumption of the Internet3

amounted 2% of the overall energy consumption approximately [1,2].4

And a decrease in greenhouse gases emission volume of 15–30% is5

required before year 2020 to keep the global temperature increase6

below 2 °C [3]. Various studies have been started to research the7

technology of the energy consumption reduction of the Internet. The8

resources of the Internet are often supplied for the peak load, which9

are under-utilized in normal operation. The above problems leave a10

large room for energy savings [4].11

Network virtualization is an important technology for the future12

Internet, the cloud computing and the software-defined networks13

[5–8]. In the research of the future Internet, some network virtual-14

ization platforms, such as PlanetLab [9], Trelis [10], GeENI [11], and15

GENI [12], combine general-purpose servers with the high perfor-16

mance network processor subsystems. Since the current power con-17

sumption of the network equipment is insensitive to the traffic load18
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[13], switching off or hibernating as many network nodes and links 19

as possible without compromising the network performance is the 20

best approach to minimize the energy consumption [14]. Generally, 21

resource consolidation is an enabler for the intelligent energy-aware 22

network deployment. 23

Virtual network embedding (VNE) is a key technology in the net- 24

work virtualization environment[8]. The shared substrate network 25

(SN) is managed by the infrastructure providers, while virtual net- 26

works (VNs) are created by the service providers. VNs with the con- 27

straints on both nodes (e.g., CPU) and links (e.g., bandwidth) are em- 28

bedded into the same shared SN, which is known as VNE. The energy 29

efficient VNE (EEVNE) reduces the energy consumption of SN when 30

VN requests are embedded into the shared physical SN. In this paper, 31

we consider the EEVNE in the IP network over the Wavelength Divi- 32

sion Multiplexing (WDM) optical network. Energy consumption can 33

be reduced by embedding VNs in a smaller set of substrate resources. 34

Some EEVNE literatures have explored to minimize the energy con- 35

sumption for accommodating VNs in the future Internet [14–20]. The 36

general optimization models (such as mixed integer program, inte- 37

ger linear program) of EEVNE are proposed to reduce the energy 38

consumption. However, the implementation of those models are not 39

scalable for large scenarios. Many heuristic algorithms of EEVNE are 40

proposed, which try to find the consolidated subset of active sub- 41

strate nodes and links for the VN requests. As those algorithms search 42

the subset in the area of a whole SN, we call those algorithms as 43
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passive EEVNE algorithms. Passive EEVNE algorithms have two out-44

standing disadvantages, listed as:45

• Since the VN requests arrive and depart dynamically over time,46

VNE brings about the dynamical allocation and recycling of the47

substrate resources, and the consolidated subset of the active48

physical nodes and links are easily changed. More substrate re-49

sources are switched between the hibernated and active states by50

the dynamical changes. Hence, the more resources enter into the51

active state, and the unnecessary energy is consumed.52

• Searching the feasible solution in the whole SN may require ex-53

ploring a high number of available resources, which will lead to54

unnecessary high processing times. There is a small set of the con-55

solidated resources that can meet the resource requirements of56

VNs in the light loads. Actively controlling the substrate resources57

for VNs makes the mappable area smaller, and can help reduce58

the time cost of VNE.59

In this paper, a feedback control based approach is proposed for60

EEVNE, which can minimize the energy consumption effectively. The61

controller, actuator, check device and control object are designed for62

finding the minimal active resources. The controller calculates the63

minimal number of the hibernated links, which is the parameter of64

the actuator to set the mappable area for the current VNs. The map-65

pable area of SN is the control object, which determines the energy66

consumption of SN. Check device is used to check whether or not the67

virtual nodes and the virtual links are embedded in the current map-68

pable area. If the VN is not accepted successfully, the mappable area69

will be extended gradually by the feedback control method. The min-70

imal stable consolidated subset of the substrate nodes and links can71

be found actively in the feedback control process of embedding VNs.72

In our proposed method, the following technologies and justifications73

are employed.74

• An algorithm is proposed to set the mappable area, in which a75

mappable flag (such as 1) or an unmappable flag (such as 0) may76

be set for each link and node of the SN. The mappable flagged area77

is composed of all the nodes and links with a mappable flag. We78
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and recycled, the subset of the substrate resources will always re- 107

main stable in the hibernated or active states. 108

• Due to the NP-hardness of the exact VNE algorithms [21], two 109

feedback control based heuristic EEVNE algorithms are presented 110

to find the minimal stable consolidated subset of the SN ac- 111

tively, where the energy consumption of the SN can be re- 112

duced greatly. Compared to the prior arts, our algorithms PR- 113

FB (based on the page rank and feedback control approach) 114

and EA-FB (based on the energy-aware VNE and feedback con- 115

trol approach) save up to 56% and 60% of energy consumptions, 116

respectively. 117

• Extensive simulations are done to evaluate the performances of 118

our algorithms. The simulation results demonstrate that our algo- 119

rithms perform better than the existing heuristic algorithms. 120

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 121

we introduce the related work. In Section 3, the VNE problem and 122

the power consumption model are introduced. We propose a feed- 123

back control approach and two algorithms of EEVNE in Section 4. In 124

Section 5, we detail the performance evaluations of the solutions and 125

their comparisons with the heuristic solutions. Finally, we conclude 126

this paper in Section 6. 127

2. Related work 128

VNE is a key technology in the network virtualization [8], and 129

EEVNE is a hot research field in VNE. Various exact EEVNE mod- 130

els have been proposed. Botero et al. propose a mixed integer 131

program (MIP) to minimize the active substrate links and nodes, 132

which provides optimal EEVNE [14]. The MIP formulates the re- 133

source consolidation and provides an optimal bound to evaluate the 134

heuristics solutions. However, they only consider the number of the 135

activated nodes and links instead of considering the energy consump- 136

tion. In [15], the energy consumption minimization of the SN and 137

load balancing are introduced, which result in better embeddings 138

with regard to energy savings and acceptance ratio. Su et al. pro- 139

pose an integer linear program (ILP), which minimizes the number 140
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search one feasible solution for a VN in the mappable flagged links

and nodes of SN.

If the VNE fails to find the solution in the process of embedding

the virtual nodes or links, a feedback control approach will be

used to extend the range of the mappable flagged area step by

step. The feedback control process will stop if the VN is embed-

ded successfully or no additional resources of substrate links and

nodes can be extended to be set a mappable flag.

The number of the mappable flagged links is a global variable,

which is used for the subsequent VNE and can improve the effi-

ciency of finding the stable minimal consolidated subset. The re-

lationships among different VN requests are established by the

number of the mappable flagged links.

The distinct difference between the passive and active approaches

ow to find the minimization of the consolidated subset. The pas-

e approaches search the feasible solution in the whole SN, while

proposed approach finds the feasible solution in the mappable

ources of the SN for VNs. The proposed feedback-control-based ap-

ach controls the mappable area actively to find the minimization
he stable consolidated subset. Inspired by the existing heuristic al-

ithms of EEVNE and cost-based VNE, two feedback control based

ristic algorithms are proposed, which can increase the number

he hibernated nodes and links to reduce the energy consumption

nificantly.

Our main contributions are listed as follows.

We present a feedback control approach for EEVNE, which con-

trols the mappable substrate resources for embedding VNs ac-

tively. Whatever the substrate resources are frequently allocated

the 60
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orking nodes and intermediate nodes [16]. Rosario et al. [17] pro- 1

e a general optimization model for the load-sensitive equipment. 1

wever, those MIP and ILP apply exact algorithms (such as GLPK), 1

ich lead to too high time complexity and inapplicability for online 1

E. 1

Since the exact EEVNE models (such as MIP and ILP) are NP-hard 1

blems, some heuristic approaches are proposed. Botero and Hes- 1

bach [15] propose an heuristic approach to reconfigure the alloca- 1

of embedding VNs. The relocation implies the migration of the 1

ual nodes and links from one place to another, which produces 1

undesirable effects on the virtual routers and links migration for 1

QoS of working transmissions. Su et al. devise an EEVNE algo- 1

m by using the consolidation technique [16]. However, the heavy 1

ight on the difference of remaining CPU of the substrate nodes and 1

uested CPU of virtual nodes is given to the node rank, and more 1

rgy is consumed. They observe that the electricity price varies 1

r both location and time, and propose two EEVNE algorithms: a 1

ristic algorithm and a particle-swarm-optimization-based algo- 1

m [18], which reduce the energy cost. Wang et al. [19] minimize 1

energy consumption by coordinating the power-aware node map- 1

g and the power-aware link mapping. However, the dynamical 1

racteristics are not considered, and the energy is wasted. Chang 1

al. [20] propose an ant colony optimization based algorithm to 1

imize the energy consumption. However, the energy consump- 1

depends on the population of ants and the number of itera- 1
s. In [22], a minimal cost flow based EEVNE model for path split- 166

g is proposed to reduce the energy consumption. For the cloud 167

a centers, the EEVNE algorithms are proposed to reduce the en- 168

y consumption [23–27]. Tarutani et al. [23] propose a method that 169
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immediately reconfigures the VN, which reduces the energy co

sumption with the constraints on the bandwidth and delay amo

the servers (based on optical communication paths in data ce

ter networks). Wang et al. [24] propose an unified framework

exploring the communication patterns of the applications and t

regularities of the network topology, and devise two efficient alg

rithms to save energy for the green data center networks. Nonde

al. [25] consider EEVNE in IP over O-OFDM cloud networks. Gu

et al. [26] develop a heuristic EEVNE algorithm, where demands

VNs change over time and are predictable. Nguyen et al. [27] assum

an environment-aware paradigm for the virtual slices that allow

improving energy efficient and dealing with intermittent renewab

power sources. Besides, they formulate an optimal solution for t

virtual slice assignment problem.

Most of the above technologies on the load-insensitive equipme

for the future Internet research try to find the minimization of t

consolidated subset for the VNs passively. Minimization of the ener

cost is added to the EEVNE [18]. However, the founded subset of t

active resources are easily interfered by the dynamical character

tics of VNE, and the unnecessary energy consumption is produced.

this paper, we propose a feedback control approach for EEVNE, whi

can find the stable consolidated subset for the VNs by controlling t

mappable resources of the SN actively. Two heuristic EEVNE alg

rithms are proposed, where the stable minimal consolidated subs

of the substrate resources can be found gradually by our propos

feedback control approach.

3. Network model and problem description

3.1. Virtual network embedding problem

Nowadays, network virtualization can be thought as an inhe

ent component of the future Internet architecture [28]. In this p

per, we consider the EEVNE in the future Internet architecture, whi

can also be extended to the cloud data centers. The application

network virtualization brings about some issues, such as, how

model VN and SN and how to embed the virtual resources into t

shared physical resources effectively. Typically, a VN/SN is compos

of the network elements (nodes and links), where the nodes are i

terconnected through the links. For simplicity, we consider the ne

work resources are homogeneous with regard to their energy co

sumption, and the SN is reduced to just one ISP segment (acce

transport or core), where the network equipments share the sim

ilar characteristics. The VN and SN are modeled by the followi

descriptions.

SN. Let Gs = (Ns, Ls,Cs
N
,Cs

L
) be a SN, where Ns is the set of nod

and Ls is the set of links. Cs
N

and Cs
L

are the attributes of the su

strate nodes and links, respectively. We consider the available CP

as the node attribute, and the available bandwidth as the li

attribute.

VN. Let Gv = (Nv, Lv,Cv
N
,Cv

L
) be a VN, where Nv is the set of t

virtual nodes and Lv is the set of the virtual links. Cv
N and Cv

L are t

attributes of the virtual nodes and links, correspondingly. Be cons

tent with the SN, the CPU and bandwidth are the Cv
N

of the node

and Cv
L of the link Lv.

The VNE solves the efficient mapping of the VN requests to t

nodes (routers or switches with the virtualization capabilities) a

links of the SN with the constraints of processing power and ban

width demands. VNE can be naturally decomposed into two com

ponents: node mapping and link mapping. A virtual node can

hosted by any available substrate node with the sufficient proces

ing power resources, furthermore, a single substrate node can ho

several virtual nodes. A virtual link can span several links with t

sufficient bandwidth resources in the SN, and each substrate li

may be a part of the several virtual links. In this paper, we co

sider that different nodes of an identical VN cannot be embedd
Please cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach fo

tions (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.010
in the same substrate node, and a single virtual link can be em

bedded in a path in the SN. The VNE is defined by the followi

descriptions.

VNE. The VNE is defined as mapping Mv, which is from Gv to t

subset of Gs, i.e., Mv : (Nv, Lv)−→(Ns′ , Ps′ ), where Ns′ ⊂ Ns, Ps′ ⊂ Ps a

Ps denotes the set of all the loop-free paths of the SN.

Many VNE approaches [8] try to realize the minimization

embedding cost, link bandwidth and processing power. Current

EEVNE is an important issue in the research of VNE, which search

the minimization of the energy consumption. In this paper, we pr

pose a feedback control method of EEVNE, where the VNs are em

bedded in the consolidated subset actively. For minimizing the ove

all network consumption, the unused interfaces and nodes can

deactivated by switching them off. If a link is switched off, t

pair of the interfaces on its ends are switched off and energy

saved.

3.2. Energy consumption modeling

An accurate energy consumption model is essential to eval

ate the energy savings of the green solutions. Yet obtaining ener

consumption figures for the real network infrastructures is a ve

challenging task (Because the inconsistency of the different mode

further become quickly out-of-date) [29]. We assume that the e

ergy management strategy can be integrated in the network ma

agement platforms. These platforms allow the centralized and r

mote control of all the devices and the changes of their config

ration (change of routing settings, switch between the active/sle

models).

Be similar to the previous work in [30], we define the energy co

sumption of the physical nodes and links. The ith node energy co

sumption PNi can be calculated as

PNi =
{

Pb + Pl · μi, if node i is active
0, otherwise

, (

where Pb is the chassis baseline power, Pm denotes the total pow

which comes into being at the maximum capacity, Pl = Pm − Pb re

resents the energy proportion factor, and μi denotes CPU utilizati

of the ith node. When the node is powered off or in the hibernat

state, the energy consumption of the node is 0.

Four IP-Over-WDM transport network architectures are intr

duced in [31], where the energy consumption models are diffe

ent. Several components, such as receiving/transmitting equipme

electronic traffic processing, 3R-regenerators, electronic or optic

switching devices, optical amplifiers and network control, can gi

contributions to the total power consumed by an optical transpo

network. There are two possible ways to implement the IP-Ove

WDM networks, i.e., lightpath non-bypass and bypass [32]. Und

lightpath non-bypass, both switching and grooming of traffic are a

complished in the electronic domain. The lightpath bypass approa

allows IP traffic, whose destination is not the intermediate node,

directly bypass the intermediate router via a cut-through lightpa

Hence, we define the energy consumption PLj of the physical lin

under lightpath non-bypass as Eq. 2.

PLj =
{

2Pcard +
(⌈

J j

Ps − 1

⌉
+ 2

)
PCA, if link j is powered on

0, otherwise
,

(

where Pcard is the energy consumption of the line card in each en

point of the link, Jj is the length of link j, Ps is the span distan

which determines every Ps kilometers (km) a new amplifier r

quired to properly propagate the signal, and PCA is the energy co

sumption of each amplifier. Typically, erbium doped fiber amplifie

(EDFAs) are deployed on each fiber of physical link, and the val
r energy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Fig. 1. The benefit of the fee

Ps is 80 [32]. In this paper, it is assumed that the links have

ingle fiber. Specially, � J j

Ps − 1� + 2 is the number of in-line ED-

required on the link, and ”2” counts a post-amplifier and pre-

plifier respectively at the two ends of a fiber link [32,33]. When

link is powered off or in the hibernated state, the energy con-

ption of the link is 0. We assume that the energy consumption

a dedicated offload engine will be widely deployed in network

ualization [9,34,35], where such engine can sustain high packet

cessing rates and incur low processing latency. It is nearly a con-

nt regardless whether the ports are idle or carrying full speed traf-

Although the link rate has an influence on the energy consump-

of the interfaces (such as the number of ports that are used to ag-

gate the data traffic), we apply the Pcard in this model to reduce the

uence.

In the transparent/translucent IP-Over-WDM, the traffic flows

bypass IP routers. Associated with each wavelength, a pair of

nsponders are connected for data transmission. Due to the OEO

cessing capability of each transponder, full wavelength conver-

n can be ensured. Referring to the literature [32], we define the

rgy consumption PLj of the physical link j under lightpath bypass

q. 3.

=
Pcard + 2Ptr + (� J j

Ps − 1� + 2)PCA, if link j is powered on
, otherwise

, (3)

ere Ptr is the energy consumption per transponder.

Feedback control approach and algorithms of EEVNE

An example

In this section, a feedback control method of EEVNE is proposed

get the stable consolidated subset. Fig. 1 illustrates the dynam-

l process and the benefit of feedback-control-based VNE, where

mappable area of SN is surrounded by the dashed oval. The area
 of V

ease cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach for ene

ns (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.010
-control-based VNE.

ontrolled actively for the VNs, which is named as the mappable 3

a/subset. 3

Fig. 1(a) describes the dynamic process of the VN requests, includ- 3

their arrival and department. In VN1, each node requires 10 units 3

PU and each link requires 10 units of bandwidth at one time win- 3

. At the next time window, VN2 with 4 nodes and 4 links comes 3

requesting the resources (each node requires 10 units of CPU, and 3

h link requires 10 units of bandwidth). VN2 departs after running 3

e time. Fig. 1(b) tries to find the minimization of the consoli- 3

ed resources in the whole SN, which are included in the dashed 3

l for VN1 and VN2. Because the dynamical characteristics are not 3

sidered, the nodes of VN1 are mapped to the substrate nodes A 3

E based on the resource consolidation firstly. Then the nodes of 3

2 are mapped to the substrate nodes A, B, C and D. In this case, all 3

substrate nodes and links get into the active state. Our proposed 3

roach actively controls the mappable area in the dashed oval for 3

requests, shown in Fig. 1(c). When VN1 comes for requesting the 3

ources, we design one algorithm to search the small subset (i.e., 3

mappable subset/area) of the substrate resources firstly. Then we 3

ly the existing VNE algorithms to embed VN1 in the mappable 3

set. If the mappable subset cannot be enough to embed VN, the 3

dback control approach is proposed to extend the subset. Repeat 3

steps until VN1 is embedded successfully or the subset cannot 3

extended further. Considering the dynamical characteristics, we 3

ively control the mappable area with more resources to embed 3

VNs in the minimal active resources. Therefore, a and b of VN1 3

embedded in A and B, and the link (a,b) is embedded in (A,B). 3

mappable subset, i.e., two nodes (A and B) and a link (A,B) in the 3

hed oval, can be used for the VN2, which can reduce the running 3

e of VNE. Since the subset in embedding VN1 is not enough to 3

bed VN2, we repeat the above steps to extend the area. In Fig. 1(c), 3

ce the nodes of VN1 are embedded in A and B with more resources, 3

chances of embedding VN2 in the small range of the active sub- 3

te resources are increased. After accepting VN2, only four nodes 3

links of the SN are active. Compared to Fig. 1(b), energy is saved in 3

. 1(c). Besides, this phenomenon will occur again after the leaving 3
N2. 352

rgy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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4.2. Feedback control EEVNE approach353

From the above example, we find that the active EEVNE approach354

encounters two important problems, i.e., how to find the mappable355

area and how to build a relation between VNE and the mappable area.356

In this section, an algorithm and a feedback control approach are pro-357

posed to solve those problems.358

The mappable flags for the substrate nodes and links are set by359

Algorithm 1, where the mappable area is consists of the nodes and360

links with the mappable flags. For example, the mappable area (such361

as nodes A, B and the link (A,B)) is surrounded by the dashed oval362

shown in Fig. 1(c). The mappable flags are set for all the nodes and363

links in the mappable area, and the unmappable flags are set for the364

nodes and links outside the mappable area.365

Algorithm 1 sets the mappable flags for all links and nodes at the366

beginning (Step 4). For finding the minimization of the mappable367

area, the connectivity and the abundant resources in the mappable368

area must be ensured, which can improve the probability of accept-369

ing VNs and reduce the energy consumption of SN. The degree d(k)370

of the substrate node k is calculated (Step 2 and 3), where the de-371

gree d(k) is the sum of the links that are connected to the node k. For372

example, d(E) = 1, d(B) = d(C) = d(D) = 2, and d(A) = 3 in Fig. 1.373

The mappable flagged node u with the minimum degree is selected374

at each loop (Step 6), and an unmappable flag is set for the link luv375

that is connected the node u. If d(v) == 0, the node v will be set376

an unmappable flag. These steps can guarantee the connection and377

more resources in the mappable area. For example, the node E with378

minimal degree is selected firstly, and the link (E, A) is set the un-379

mappable flag in Fig. 1. The value of nosleepl is the number of links380

s.381
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Algorithm 1

Set mappable/unmappable flags for nodes and links

Input: The number of mappable flagged links nosleepl ,

Output: The set of nodes and links with mappable/unmappable flags.

1: sln = 0; sleepl = linkSum − nosleepl ;

2: foreach(each node k of the substrate network)

3: Calculate node degree d(k);

4: Set a mappable flag for each node and link of substrate network.

5: while(sln < sleepl ) {

6: if(find a mappable node u with minimum d(k)){

7: foreach(each link luv that is connected to u){

8: Set luv as a unmappable flag; sln + +;

9: d(u) − −; d(v) − −;

10: if (d(u) == 0) set u as an unmappable flag;

11: if (d(v) == 0) set v as an unmappable flag;

12: if (sln >= sleepl ) break;

13: }

14: } else { break; }

15: }

16:return the set of mappable flagged nodes and links.

Controller. The function of the controller is to calculate the num- 418

ber LNum of the mappable substrate links for current VN. Accord- 419

ing to the results of NodeEm(i) and LinkEm(i), the value true is ex- 420

pected, and the global variable LNum is saved for the next VNE. The 421

em is a boolean variable, which is calculated by em = NodeEm(i) and 422

em = LinkEm(i). If em == false, the node or link of ith VN fails to be 423

embedded. LNum is defined as 424

LNum = LNum + 1˜˜if(em == false) (4)

ly. 425

be 426

of 427
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with the mappable flags. linkSum is the number of substrate link

sleepl = linkSum − nosleepl , which is the number of links with u

mappable flags. If sln >= sleepl , the process of setting mappable fla

for nodes and links will stop (Step 5). The set of nodes and links wi

the mappable/unmappable flags will be returned. The time comple

ity of Algorithm 1 is O(linkSum · nodeSum · nosleepl), where linkSu

nodeSum and nosleepl are the number of substrate links, nodes a

mappable links, respectively.

Accommodating the VNs is an essential prerequisite for redu

ing the energy consumption of SN. The value “true” in Fig. 2 is t

expectation of EEVNE. Every VN request hopes to get the requir

resources. For reducing the energy consumption, the consolidat

subset should be minimized under the condition of accommodati

the VNs. We use the feedback control to build the relation betwe

the consolidated subset and EEVNE. The feedback control system i

cludes several control variables and a feedback control loop, whi

continuously monitor the system behaviour. In this paper, a nov

feedback control approach is developed to search the minimizati

of the stable consolidated subset of the substrate resources for V

(shown in Fig. 2). When any virtual node or link of one VN reque

fails to be embedded, the feedback control will be used to expend t

mappable area, so that the probability of accepting the VN reque

can be improved in the next loop. The feedback control approach i

cludes four parts: controller, actuator, check device and control o

ject, which collaborate with each other to complete EEVNE jointly.

Control object. The mappable area of SN is the control object. A

cording to the minimal principle, the actuator controls the range

the substrate resources for the ith VN. If any virtual node/link fails

be embedded in one loop, the mappable area will be extended st

by step for the next loop.

Check device. Check device includes NodeEm(i) and LinkEm(

which are the node mapping and link mapping for the ith VN (show

in Fig. 2). It is worth noting that NodeEm(i) and LinkEm(i) are on

embedded in the mappable area of the control object. If one VN

embedded successfully, NodeEm(i) or LinkEm(i) will return the val

true, which means the minimal consolidated subset of the SN is fou

for current VN.
Please cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach fo
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With the increasing LNum, the mappable area is expanded gradual

Finally, the minimal consolidation of the substrate resources can

found. The parameter LNum in Eq. 4 determines the mappable area

the control object. We try to replace Eq. 4 by LNum = LNum + STE

where STEP is a constant. The large value of STEP can reduce t

loop times, but it affects the energy consumption. Specially, when t

value of STEP is close to the value of linkSum, our algorithms degene

ate into the original algorithms. Therefore, STEP is set to be 1.

Actuator. The actuator sets the mappable flags for the substra

nodes and links, which is realized by Algorithm 1. The VNs will

only embedded in the returned mappable area of the control objec

Using feedback control theory, the proposed approach aims to g

the minimization of the energy consumption by shrinking the size

the mappable area.

4.3. Feedback Control EEVNE Algorithms

The feedback control approach gives the rough guide to embed t

VNs actively in the mappable area. Based on the feedback control VN

approach, Algorithm 2 is proposed for EEVNE, which is a two-sta

VNE algorithm. We try to reduce the energy consumption by searc

ing the minimum consolidated subset of the SN for embedding a V

The algorithm consists of two parts: node mapping and link mappin

Algorithm 1 is used to control the mappable area, where NodeEm

and LinkEm(i) allocate the resources in the mappable area. If the r

quired resources of the ith request is satisfied, the result of VNE w

be returned. LNum is a global variable. When current VN is accepte

the value of LNum is utilized for next VN, which can reduce the tim

of feedback and the running time for VNE. The variable LNum is in

tialized to 1, and linkSum is the maximum value of LNum. If one v

tual node or link is not accepted, LNum + + and Algorithm 1 will

executed again to extend the mappable area.

Algorithm 2 tries to reduce the energy consumption by fin

ing the minimization of the consolidated subset. After node ma

ping is completed successfully, the link embedding is started (St

12). NodeEm(i) and LinkEm(i) can be realized by the current exi

ing algorithms. In this paper, we propose two feedback-control-bas
r energy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Fig. 2. A Feedback Control Approach f

Algorithm 2

Feedback-control-based EEVNE algorithm

Input: The ith VN request.

Output: The result of VNE.

1: Get LNum from the previous VNE.

2: while(1) {

3: Get the mappable area by calling Algorithm 1, where LNum is an

input parameter,

4: if((em = NodeEm(i))==true){

5: Set NODE_SUCC flag for the ith VN request;

6: break;

7: }

8: LNum + +;

9: if (LNum > linkSum) return NODE_FAILED;

10: }

11:while(1) {

12: if((em = LinkEm(i)) == true){

13: Set LINK_SUCC flag for the ith VN request;

14: return VNE solution;

15: }

16: LNum + +;

17: if (LNum > linkSum) return LINK_FAILED;

18: Release the embedded resources of nodes and links.

19: Goto 3;

20:}

orithms (i.e., PR-FB and EA-FB) to heighten the effectiveness of

feedback control approach. In PR-FB, NodeEm(i) and LinkEm(i) use

RW-MaxMatch node mapping algorithm and the RW-MaxMatch

mapping algorithm in [36] respectively. In EA-FB, NodeEm(i)

LinkEm(i) use the energy-aware node mapping algorithm and

energy-aware link mapping algorithm in [16] respectively. The

gest difference between PR-FB and EA-FB is the method of rank-

the nodes. In PR-FB, the rank of a node i is determined by

CPU and its collective bandwidth of outgoing links. Let H(i) =
(i) · ∑

l∈L(i) BW(l), where CPU(i) is the remaining CPU of the sub-

te node i, L(i) is the set of all the links of i and BW(l) is the

ccupied bandwidth of the link l. The initial NodeRank value for

e u is computed by NR
(0)
u = H(u)∑

v∈Ns H(v) . Let p
J
uv = H(v)∑

w∈Ns H(w)
, and

= H(v)∑
w∈nbr1(u) H(w)

, where nbr1(u) = {v|(u, v) ∈ Ls}. For any node u,

NR
(t+1)
v = ∑

u∈Ns p
J
uv · p

J
u · NR

(t)
u + ∑

u∈nbr1(v) pF
uv · pF

u · NR
(t)
u , where

+ pF
u = 1, p

J
u ≥ 0, pF

u ≥ 0, and t = 0, 1, .... Let NR(t+1) = T · NR(t),

(t) (t) (t) (t)

ere NR = (NR

1
, NR

2
, ..., NRn ), n is the number of the nodes, com 06
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ual Node and Link Embedding.

T is a one-step transition matrix of the Markov chain, defined by 4⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

pJ
11

pJ
12

... pJ
1n

pJ
21

pJ
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... pJ
2n

... ... ... ...

pJ
n1

pJ
n2

... pJ
nn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

pJ
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0 ... 0

0 pJ
2

... 0

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... pJ
n

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

+

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

0 pF
12 ... pF

1n

pF
21 0 ... pF

2n

... ... ... ...

pF
n1 pF

n2 ... 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

pF
1 0 ... 0

0 pF
2 ... 0

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... pF
n

⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (5)

ally, a positive value ε is given, and the node rank NR(i) = NR
(t)
i

4

be computed using the iterative scheme [36], in which ‖NR(t+1) − 4
(t)‖ < ε is used to end the loop. RW-MaxMatch node mapping pro- 4

ure firstly computes the NodeRank values of all the nodes in Ns 4

Nv, and then map virtual nodes to the substrate nodes using the 4

2 mapping (which stands for ”large-to-large and small-to-small” 4

pping) procedure. RW-MaxMatch link mapping procedure maps 4

virtual links using the k-shortest path algorithm. In EA-FB, the 4

strate node i is ranked as follows, 4

(i) = α · NRcpu(i) + (1 − α) · NRbw(i), (6)

ere NRcpu(i) = CPU(i) − CPU( j), CPU(j) is the required CPU of the 4

ual node j, and α = 0.5. NRbw(i) is the NodeRank for the substrate 4

e i, which is computed by the above measure of PR-FB. In EA-FB, 4

) = ∑
l∈L(i) BW(l), which is different from PR-FB. EA-FB maps the 4

ual nodes to the substrate node with the highest NodeRank, and 4

s the shortest-path-based algorithm for the link mapping, which 4

ects the active nodes firstly before turning inactive nodes to active. 4

only consider the unsplittable path to map a virtual link in PR- 4

and EA-FB. The time complexity of PR-FB and EA-FB depend on 4

eEm(i) and LinkEm(i). 4

A typical example is used to illustrate our algorithms, where VN1 4

mbedded in SN in Fig. 1. Based on the two-stage algorithm in [36], 4

process of PR-FB is shown in Fig. 3. In the first step, the NodeRank 4

ues of all the nodes in SN and VN are computed in the light of 5

method [36], which are the numbers in the dotted rectangles in 5

. 3(a). The node rank measures the resource availability of a node. 5

rank of a given node u is not only determined by its CPU power 5

its collective bandwidth of outgoing links, but also affected by 5

ranks of the nodes that can be reached from u. The node rank is 5

puted by the method in [36]. Then we use Algorithm 1 to get the 5
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Fig. 3. An example of the feedback-control-based EEVNE.

mappable area, which is surrounded in the dashed oval of Fig. 3(b),507

where LNum = 1 and linkSum = 5. Finally, VN1 is embedded in the508

mappable area by using the RW-MaxMatch in Fig. 3(c). The LNum is a509

global variable, which can be used for the next VN. EA-FB computes510

the NodeRank of the substrate nodes by Formula 6, which is different511

from PR-FB. In EA-FB, the NodeRank values of A, B, C, D and E are512

approximately 0.316, 0.209, 0.209, 0.183, 0.081, respectively.513

5. Performance evaluation514

5.1. Saturated scenarios, non-saturated scenarios and performance515

metrics516

To compare the different VNE algorithms, the non-saturated and517

saturated scenarios are defined. In the non-saturated scenarios, the518

resources of the SN are enough to accept all VNs. Conversely, in the519

saturated scenarios, the resources are not enough to accept all VNs.520

The metrics to measure performances in these experiments are521

energy consumption, the number of the hibernated nodes and links,522

acceptance ratio, revenue, and revenue over cost.523

• The long-term average energy consumption of SN in one time524

unit is given by lim
T−>∞

∑t=T
t=1 (

∑
i∈Ns PNi(t) + ∑

j∈Ls PL j(t))

T · Tn
, where525

T is one time window and Tn is the time unit in a time window.526

PNi(t) and PLj(t) correspond to the energy consumptions of sub-527

strate node i and link j in the time window t.528

• The long-term average number of the hibernated substrate nodes529

in a time window is given by lim
T−>∞

∑t=T
t=1 (

∑
i∈Ns HibNodei(t))

T
,530

where HibNodei(t) is a binary variable. If the node i is in the hiber-531

nated state at the time window t, HiberNodei(t) = 1. Otherwise,532
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are the CPU of virtual node i, bandwidth of virtual link j, the set of 549

virtual nodes and virtual links of the pth VN, respectively. 550

• The long-term average revenue over cost is given by 551

lim
T−>∞

t=T∑
t=1

Rev(t)
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, where Cost(t) is the cost of accepting 552
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HiberNodei(t) = 0.

• The long-term average number of the hibernated substrate lin

in a time window is given by lim
T−>∞

∑t=T
t=1 (

∑
j∈Ls HibLink j)

T
, whe

HibLinkj(t) is a binary variable. If the link j is in the hibe

nated state at the time window t, HiberLink j(t) = 1. Otherwi

HiberLink j(t) = 0.

• The long-term average acceptance ratio is given

lim
T−>∞

AccV N(T)

SumV N(T)
, where AccVN(T) and SumVN(T) correspo

to the number of the accepted VNs and all VNs in the tim

window T.

• The long-term average revenue in a time window is given

lim
T−>∞

∑t=T
t=1 (Rev(t))

T
, where Rev(t) corresponds to the reven

of accepting the VNs at time t. Rev(t) = ∑
p∈AccS(t) AccRev(p

where AccS(t) is the set of the accepted VNs at the time wi

dow t and AccRev(p) is the revenue of the pth VN. AccRev(p)∑
i∈Nv(p) CPUi + ∑

j∈Lv(p) BW j, where CPUi, BWj, Nv(p) and Lv(
Please cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach fo
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the VNs at the time window t. Cost(t) = p∈AccS(t) Cost(p

where Cost(p) is the cost of accepting the pth VN. Cost(p)∑
i∈Nv(p) CPUi + ∑

j∈Lv(p) BWCost j, where BWCostj is a cost f

embedding the virtual link j.

5.2. Evaluation environment

Since the network virtualization is an emerging field, it is not ri

orous claim that substrate networks and VN requests lack of com

prehension in the literature. The high degrees of freedom are usua

given to embed VN requests in the complex substrate network com

positions (e.g., multi-technologies and multi-layer, such as the IP ov

WDM in this study). According to the existing VNE literatures [37], w

use the synthetic network topologies to evaluate the proposed alg

rithms.

Substrate network. We consider two SN topologies to evalua

the performances of the above algorithms, where the CPU resourc

at nodes and the bandwidths at links follow a uniform distributi

from 50 to 100 units.

• As in the existing VNE literatures [32], a 24-node 43-link U

backbone IP network (USNET, in short) is considered, where t

physical distance (km) of the link is indicated.

• The SN topology is configured to have 100 nodes and arou

570 links, which corresponds to a medium-sized ISP (MSNET,

short). The SN topology is generated by the GT-ITM tool [38]. Ea

pair of the substrate nodes are randomly connected with prob

bility 0.5. The link length follows a uniform distribution from 1

to 700 km.

Referred to the previous literature [30], Pb and Pl are set to

10920W and 996W, respectively, where the energy consumption

core is 166W and the number of cores per physical router is 6. W

evaluate performances under lightpath non-bypass, where Pcard a

PCA are set to be 450W and 15W in the bandwidth 10 Gbps of ea

physical link [30]. We also evaluate performances under lightpath b

pass, where Pcard, Ptr and PCA are respectively set to be 1000W, 73

and 8W in the link rate 40 Gbps [32]. The parameters of the ener

consumptions are listed in Table 2.

Virtual network request. In line with the existing VNE literatur

[16,37], the VN requests are created by the GT-ITM tool [38], and ea

pair of the nodes are randomly connected with probability 0.5. T

arrivals of VN requests are modeled by a Poisson process. Each V

request will wait for one time window if it cannot be served im

mediately. A time window is equal to 100 time units. We run
r energy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Table 1

Evaluation environment.

Num SN Scenarios Virtual networks

1 USNET Non-saturated 2–4 nodes per VN, 2 duration time window,

10 VNs per time window, 0–6 CPU, 0–6 bandwidth

2 USNET Saturated 2–4 nodes per VN, 2 duration time window,

10 VNs per time window, 0–30 CPU, 0–30 bandwidth

3 MSNET Non-saturated 2–20 nodes per VN, 5 duration time window,

10 VNs per time window, 0–6 CPU, 0–6 bandwidth

4 MSNET Saturated 2–20 nodes per VN, 5 duration time window,

10 VNs per time window, 0–20 CPU, 0–20 bandwidth

Table 2

Parameters of energy consumption.

Num Lightpath category Parameters of energy consumption (W)
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Fig. 4. Energy consumptions under lightpath

our simulations in 500 time windows with average 10 VNs per

e window, which amount to about 5000 VNs. To evaluate perfor-

nces in the non-saturated scenarios and saturated scenarios, we

struct four groups of VNs (shown in Table 1). For example, the

te of “2–4 nodes per VN” in Table 1 means that the number of

es per VN is randomly determined by a uniform distribution be-

en 2 and 4. The state of “2 duration time window” means that

duration of the requests follows an exponential distribution with

ime windows on average. The state of “10 VNs per time window”

ans that the arrivals of VNs follow a Poisson distribution with 10

s per time window on average. The states of “0–6 CPU” and “0-

andwidth” mean that the CPU and bandwidth requirements of

virtual nodes and links are real number distributed uniformly

ween 0 and 6, respectively. Ten different instances are run for

algorithms and the means of ten runs are recorded as the final

ults.

Comparison method. Due to the NP-hardness of the exact EEVNE

roaches, we exclude them from comparisons. Our algorithms PR-

and EA-FB have been described in Section 4.3. We compare them
ease cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach for ene

ns (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.010
6, Pcard = 450 and PCA = 15

6, Pcard = 1000, Ptr = 73 and PCA = 8

bypass in the non-saturate scenarios.

h the state-of-the-art algorithms: EA-VNE [16], ACO-VNE [19] and 6

VNE [36]. 6

we evaluate the performances in the different loads of the follow- 6

scenarios. 6

The arrivals of the VNs follow a Poisson distribution with 2, 4, 6, 8, 6

10, 12, 14 and 16 VNs per time window on average, which amount 6

to about 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000 and 8000 VNs 6

in 500 time windows, respectively. The CPU and bandwidth of the 6

virtual nodes and links are real number distributed uniformly in 6

0–30 units. Fig. 10(a–f) shows the results in the USNET, where the 6

number of nodes per VN is randomly determined by a uniform 6

distribution between 2 and 4, and the duration of the VNs fol- 6

lows an exponential distribution with 2 time windows on average. 6

Fig. 10(g–l) shows the results in the MSNET, where the number of 6

nodes per VN is randomly determined by a uniform distribution 6

between 2 and 20, and the duration of the VNs follows an expo- 6

nential distribution with 5 time windows on average. 6

CPU and bandwidth of the virtual nodes and links are real 6

number distributed uniformly in 0–6, 0–14, 0–32, 0–40, 0–48, 6
rgy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Fig. 5. Energy consumptions under lightpath bypass in the non-saturate scenarios..

Fig. 6. Revenue over cost in the non-saturate scenarios.

r light
Fig. 7. The energy consumption unde
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Fig. 8. The energy consumption under lightpath bypass in the saturated scenarios..

Fig. 9. Other performances in the saturated scenarios.

0–54, 0–62, 0–70, 0–78, 0–86 and 0–94 units, and the arrivals632

of the VN requests follow a Poisson distribution with 10 VNs633

per time window on average, which amount to about 5000 VNs634

in 500 time windows. Fig. 12(a–f) shows the results in the US-635

NET, where the number of nodes per VN is randomly determined636

by a uniform distribution between 2 and 4, and the duration of637

the VNs follows an exponential distribution with 2 time win-638

dows on average. Fig. 12(g–l) shows the results in the MSNET,639

where the number of nodes per VN is randomly determined by640

a uniform distribution between 2 and 20, and the duration of the641

VNs follows an exponential distribution with 5 time windows on 642

average. 643

• Each pair of the substrate nodes are randomly connected with 644

probability 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, respectively. The SN has 645

100 nodes, and the CPU resources at nodes and the bandwidths 646

at links follow a uniform distribution from 50 to 100 units. CPU 647

and bandwidth of the virtual nodes and links are real number dis- 648

tributed uniformly in 0–6 units, and the arrivals of the VN requests 649

follow a Poisson distribution with 10 VNs per time window on av- 650

erage, which amount to about 5000 VNs in 500 time windows. 651
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Fig. 10. Performances in the different number of VNs per time window under lightpath non-bypass.
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The number of nodes per VN is randomly determined by a un

form distribution between 2 and 20, and the duration of the V

follows an exponential distribution with 5 time windows on ave

age. The link length follows a uniform distribution between 2

and 700. Fig. 14 shows the results in the MSNET.

We also evaluate the energy consumption in the scenarios of t

different maximum link length, where the link length follows a un

form distribution in 200–700, 200–1400, 200–2100, 200–2800, 20
3500 km, respectively. Fig. 15 shows the results.
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5.3. Evaluation results in the non-saturated scenarios

In the non-saturated scenarios, all the VNs can be accepted. F

all the algorithms, the acceptance ratio is 100%, and revenue is ide

tical. We compare the performances of the energy consumption a

revenue over cost.

(1) Our algorithms significantly outperform the others in terms

the long-term average energy consumption under lightpath non-bypa

and bypass. Fig. 4(a–c) and (d–f) show the energy consumption a

the number of the hibernated nodes and links of USNET and MSN
under lightpath non-bypass, respectively. Fig. 5(a–b) and (c–d) show 670

r energy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Fig. 11. Performances in the different number of VNs per time window under lightpath bypass.

the energy consumption and the number of the hibernated nodes of671

USNET and MSNET under lightpath bypass, respectively. The num-672

ber of the hibernated links under lightpath bypass is identical to the673

lightpath non-bypass. From Fig. 4(a) and (d), we can see that PR-FB674

and EA-FB consume less energy than the others under lightpath non-675

bypass. In USNET, PR-FB and EA-FB respectively consumer the en-676

ergy about 743W and 820W under lightpath non-bypass, which are677

less than PR-VNE (1694W), EA-VNE (2796W) and ACO-VNE (2876W).678

In MSNET, the energy consumptions of PR-FB and EA-FB are respec-679

tively about 5441W and 6016W under lightpath non-bypass, which680

are less than PR-VNE (12966W), EA-VNE (15099W) and ACO-VNE681

(15593W). Fig. 5(a) shows that the energy consumption of PR-FB and682

EA-FB are respectively about 837W and 925W in USNET, which con-683

sume less energy than PR-VNE (1619W), EA-VNE (3173W) and ACO-684

VNE (2188W) under lightpath bypass. Fig. 5(c) shows that the en-685

ergy consumption of PR-FB and EA-FB are respectively about 7182W686

and 7921W in MSNET, which consume less energy than PR-VNE687

(14659W), EA-VNE (18538W) and ACO-VNE (21120W) under light-688

path bypass. Since the feedback-control-based approach controls the689

mappable area of SN actively, hence PR-FB and EA-FB reduce the en-690

ergy consumption and the number of the active links and nodes.691

Moreover, the intermediate nodes are bypassed, some algorithms692

achieve higher amounts of the hibernated nodes under lightpath by-693

path than that under lightpath non-bypass. For example, in the run-694

ning of 500 time windows, the quantities of PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE,695

EA-VNE and ACO-VNE in the MSNET are 65, 60, 38, 17 and 0.64 under696

ligh697

byp698

699

ave700

age701

rith702

the703

ove704

res705

hig706

ACO707

pable area of SN can increase the probability of reducing the length 708

of path for embedding virtual links, as a result, PR-FB and EA-FB en- 709

hance the revenue over cost. 710

5.4. Evaluation results in the saturated scenarios 711

(1) The long-term average energy consumptions of our algorithms 712

are almost the same as the original algorithms. Figs. 7 and 8 show 713

the energy consumption and the number of the hibernated links 714

and nodes of USNET and MSNET under lightpath non-bypass and 715

bypass, correspondingly. We can see that with the increasing of 716

time windows, the long-term energy consumptions and the num- 717

ber of the hibernated nodes and links of PR-FB and EA-FB are close 718

to PR-VNE and EA-VNE, respectively. For example, in the running 719

of 500 time windows, the energy consumptions of PR-FB, EA-FB, 720

PR-VNE and EA-VNE in the USNET under lightpath non-bypass are 721

2915W, 3076W, 2915W and 3083W, respectively. The reason is that 722

there is no space to extend the mappable area in the saturated 723

scenarios. 724

(2) The long-term acceptance ratio, revenue and revenue over cost 725

of our algorithms are almost the same as the original algorithms. In 726

Figs. 9(d–f), we can see that the acceptance ratio, revenue and rev- 727

enue over cost of PR-FB (0.914, 20.38 and 0.64) and EA-FB (0.973, 728

21.55 and 0.606) in the running of 500 time windows are almost the 729

sam 30

0.6 31

pab 32

spe 33

dyn 34

can 35

nod 36

Fig 37

of P 38

the 39

(0.903, 5.33 and 0.587) and EA-VNE (0.872, 5.07 and 0.525) in USNET. 740

Pl

tio
tpath bypass, and 65, 60, 14, 1.5 and 0.19 under lightpath non-

ass.

(2) Our algorithms outperform the others in terms of the long-term

rage revenue over cost. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the long-term aver-

revenue over cost of USNET and MSNET, respectively. Our algo-

ms achieve higher revenue over cost than the other algorithms. In

USNET, PR-FB (0.841) and EA-FB (0.796) achieve higher revenue

r cost than PR-VNE (0.68), EA-VNE (0.577), and ACO-VNE (0.587),

pectively. In the MSNET, PR-FB (0.705) and EA-FB (0.674) achieve

her revenue over cost than PR-VNE (0.67), EA-VNE (0.614), and

-VNE (0.632). Since searching the solution of VNE in smaller map-
ease cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach for ene

ns (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.010
e as PR-VNE (0.915, 20.4 and 0.639) and EA-VNE (0.972, 21.5 and 7

05) in MSNET. When all the substrate resources are set the map- 7

le flags, PR-FB and EA-FB are identical to PR-VNE and EA-VNE, re- 7

ctively. The resources of the small size SN are vulnerable to the 7

amical characteristics of VNE, and the feedback control approach 7

effectively reduce the influence on the number of the hibernated 7

es and links caused by the dynamical characteristics. We can see 7

s. 9(a–c) that the acceptance ratio, revenue and revenue over cost 7

R-FB (0.93, 5.53 and 0.593) and EA-FB (0.887, 5.16 and 0.528) in 7

running of 500 time windows are slightly higher than PR-VNE 7
rgy efficient virtual network embedding, Computer Communica-
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Fig. 12. Performances in the different CP

Table 3

Running time.

Num SN Scenario

1 USNET Non-saturated

2 USNET Saturated

3 MSNET Non-saturated

4 MSNET Saturated
Please cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach fo
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bandwidth of VNs under lightpath non-bypass.

ithms(Seconds)

NE(1)/ACO-VNE(10)/PR-VNE(1)EA-FB(0.98)/

(0.97)

NE(1)/ACO-VNE(10)/PR-VNE(2)/EA-FB(14)/

(28)

NE(139)/ACO-VNE(415)/PR-VNE(142)/

B(137)/PR-FB(140)

NE(140)/ACO-VNE(412)/PR-VNE(170)/

B(190)/PR-FB(220)
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Fig. 13. Performances in the different CPU and bandwidth of VNs under lightpath bypass..

5.5. Other performances741

(1) The long-term running time used by our algorithms is slightly742

more than the original algorithms in the saturated scenarios, and is743

slightly less than the original algorithms in the non-saturated scenarios.744

The long-term running time of all algorithms in 500 time windows is745

shown in Table 3. Since our feedback control algorithms set the map-746

pable area in each iteration and the VNE may be solved after several747

feedback loops, PR-FB and EA-FB consume more time than PR-VNE748

and EA-VNE in the saturated scenarios, respectively. Furthermore, our749

proposed algorithms make a decrease in the mappable area, PR-FB750

and EA-FB consume less time than PR-VNE and EA-VNE in the non-751

saturated scenarios, respectively.752

(2) With the increasing of the time windows, the energy consump-753

tions of all the algorithms increase slightly, and the number of the hi-754

bernated nodes and links of all the algorithms decreases slightly in the755

saturated scenarios. Figs. 7 and 8 show the trends in the USNET and756

MSNET under lightpath non-bypass and bypass. For example, in the757

USNET under lightpath non-bypass, PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE758

and ACO-VNE consume the energy 2758W, 3008W, 2871W, 3057W759

and 3009W in the running of 100 time windows, and 2915W, 3076W,760

2915W, 3083W and 3040W in the running of 500 time windows, re-761

spectively. The reason is that the substrate resources are dynamically762

allocated and recycled (due to the dynamical coming and leaving of763

the VNs), and more resource fragmentation of the SN is generated764

with the growing time windows.765

(3) The energy consumptions in the saturated and non-saturated sce-766

narios are different. From Figs. 4, 5, 7 and 8, we can see that the en-767

ergy consumptions of all the algorithms in the non-saturated scenar-768

ios are less than in the saturated scenarios. Comparing the results769

of the non-saturated scenarios with the saturated scenarios, the CPU770

and bandwidth are increased 5 times in the USNET and 3.3 times771

in the MSNET comparing the non-saturated with the saturated sce-772

narios. Under lightpath non-bypass, the average energy consump-773

tions of our algorithms, PR-FB and EA-FB, increase 3.9 times and774

3.7 times (2915W and 3076W in the saturated scenarios, and 743W775

and 820W in the non-saturated scenarios) in the USNET; 2.8 times776

and 2.7 times (15709W and 16151W in the saturated scenarios, and 777

5441W and 6016W in the non-saturated scenarios) in the MSNET 778

respectively. Under lightpath bypass, the average energy consump- 779

tions of our algorithms PR-FB and EA-FB increase 3.7 times and 3.7 780

times (3154W and 3457W in the saturated scenarios, and 837W and 781

925W in the non-saturated scenarios) in the USNET; 2.9 times and 2.7 782

times (21014W and 21928W in the saturated scenarios, and 7182W 783

and 7921W in the non-saturated scenarios) in the MSNET. The rea- 784

son of the above phenomena is that the loads in the non-saturated 785

scenarios are lighter than in the saturated scenarios, where the SN 786

accommodates the more VNs in the saturated scenarios than in the 787

non-saturated scenarios. 788

(4) With the increasing number of VNs per time window, the en- 789

ergy consumption and revenue of all the algorithms increase, and the 790

revenue over cost and acceptance ratio of all the algorithms decrease. 791

The trends under lightpath non-bypass and bypass are shown in 792

Figs. 10 and 11. For example, in the USNET under lightpath non- 793

bypass, PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-VNE consume the 794

energy 1146W, 1328W, 1419W, 2090W and 1936W under the en- 795

vironment of 2 VNs per time window, and 3109W, 3142W, 3095W, 796

3140W and 3135W under the environment of 16 VNs per time win- 797

dow, respectively. The increasing number of VNs per time window 798

denotes the changes of the loads from light to heavy. When the loads 799

change from light to heavy, the energy consumption and revenue in- 800

crease accordingly, and the acceptance ratio and revenue over cost 801

decrease inevitably. As described in [14] and [15], there is also a 802

trade-off between the revenue and the energy efficiency in the heavy 803

loads. 804

(5) With the increasing CPU and bandwidth of VNs, the energy con- 805

sumption and revenue of all the algorithms change from low to high 806

firstly, and then from high to low. The revenue over cost of all the algo- 807

rithms changes conversely. In Figs. 12 and 13, our algorithms achieve 808

lower energy consumption, more quantities of the hibernated nodes 809

and links, and higher revenue over cost than the other algorithms 810

in the light loads. For example, the energy consumptions of PR-FB, 811

EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-VNE under the environments of 6 812

CPU and 6 bandwidth of each VN, are 743W, 820W, 1694W, 2796W 813
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Fig. 14. Performances in the differen

and 2876W in the USNET under light non-bypass. When loads b

come heavy, the energy consumption and revenue will achieve ma

imal, and the revenue over cost will get minimal. For example, t

energy consumptions of PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-VN

under the environments of 46 CPU and 46 bandwidth of each V

are 2989W, 3086W, 2936W, 3083W and 3045W in the USNET u
der light non-bypass. With the continual increasing loads, for the re-
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ection probability of two substrate nodes..

source fragmentation becomes more and larger, the energy consum

tion and revenue begin to decrease, and the number of the hibernat

nodes and links and revenue over cost begin to increase. For examp

the energy consumptions of PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and AC

VNE under the environments of 94 CPU and 94 bandwidth of each V

are 2394W, 2670W, 2277W, 2648W and 2711W in the USNET und
light non-bypass. 827
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Fig. 15. The energy consumptions in the different link length in the non-saturated scenarios..

(6) With the increasing connection probability of the two substrate828

nodes, the trends of the energy consumption of our algorithms change829

from low to high firstly, then from high to low, and finally from low to830

high. At the beginning, with the continuous enhancement of the sup-831

plied resources, more VNs are accepted, and the energy consump-832

tions of all the algorithms increase obviously in the saturated scenar-833

ios (shown in Fig. 14(a–h)). For example, the energy consumptions834

of PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-VNE in the MSNET under835

lightpath bypass are 9063W, 10238W, 9010W, 10999W and 13942W836

in the connection probability 0.1 of two nodes, and 9964W, 12153W,837

9965W, 11860W and 14917W in the connection probability 0.15 of838

two nodes, respectively. Then, when more amount of resources are839

supplied, there will be enough resources to accept all VNs. In the840

non-saturated scenarios, our algorithms keep a balance in the source841

supplies and the resource commands, and more substrate nodes and842

links enter into the hibernated state (shown in Fig. 14(c–e)), hence,843

the energy consumptions of our algorithms decrease. For example,844

in the MSNET under lightpath bypass, PR-FB and EA-FB consume the845

less energy (6598W and 6928W) in the connection probability 0.3 of846

two nodes than the energy consumption (7101W and 11767W) in the847

connection probability 0.2 of two nodes (shown in Fig. 14(b). When848

a growing connection probability of two substrate nodes comes, the849

number of the substrate links will increase. Since the quantities of850

the active links of our algorithms are increased (due to the dynamical851

characteristics of VNE), the energy consumptions of our algorithms852

will increase. For example, the energy consumptions of PR-FB and EA-853

FB in the MSNET under lightpath non-bypass are 5477W and 5793W854

in the connection probability 0.4, and 6211W and 6856W in the con-855

nection probability 0.5, respectively.856

(7) Since the enough supplies of resources can reduce the path length857

of embedding the virtual links, with the increasing connection probabil-858

ity of two substrate nodes, all the algorithms improve the revenue over859

cost. With the increasing link resource supplies, all the algorithms en-860

hance the revenue over cost (shown in Fig. 14(f)). For example, the861

revenue over costs of PR-FB (0.403), EA-FB (0.338), PR-VNE (0.389),862

EA-VNE (0.339) and ACO-VNE (0.36) in the connection probability 0.1863

are higher than the values of PR-FB (0.699), EA-FB (0.669), PR-VNE864

(0.676), EA-VNE (0.614) and ACO-VNE (0.632) in the connection prob-865

ability 0.5.866

(8) With the increasing connection probability of two substrate867

nodes, the quantities of the hibernated nodes of the proposed algo-868

rith869

nat870

me871

all872

pat873

of t874

VN875

44, 33, 45, 28 and 3.5 under lightpath bypass, and 17, 9, 17, 9 and 1.6 876

under lightpath non-bypass, respectively. In the non-saturated sce- 877

narios, the quantities of the hibernated nodes of our algorithms un- 878

der lightpath bypass are almost the same as the numbers under light- 879

path non-bypass. For example, in the connection probability 0.5 of 880

the two nodes in the MSNET, the quantities of the hibernated nodes 881

of PR-FB and EA-FB are 61 and 55.82 under lightpath bypass, and 60 882

and 55.8 under lightpath non-bypass, respectively. The above phe- 883

nomena are caused as our feedback control can reduce the area of 884

the active resources effectively but almost produce none of the inter- 885

mediate nodes in the non-saturated scenarios. 886

(9) With the increasing link length, the energy consumptions of 887

all the algorithms are slightly enhanced. For example, in the non- 888

saturated scenarios of Table 1, the energy consumptions of PR-FB, 889

EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-VNE in the MSSNET are 6047W, 890

6855W, 9711W, 15130W and 15595W in 200–700 km of link length, 891

and 6493W, 7358W, 10250W, 16246W and 16830W in 200–3500 km 892

of link length, respectively (shown in Fig. 15(a–b)). Since the link 893

length has effects on the energy consumption of the substrate links, 894

the energy consumptions of all the algorithms increase predictively 895

with the enhancement of the link length. 896

(10) The targets in the saturated and non-saturated scenarios are dif- 897

ferent. Since the resources are enough for accepting all VNs in the 898

non-saturated scenarios, the minimization of the energy consump- 899

tion is one important target (shown in Figs. 4 and 8). In the saturated 900

scenarios, there are not enough resources, hence some VNs will be 901

refused. As described in [14] and [15], there is a trade-off between 902

the revenue and the energy efficiency (shown in Figs. 7, 8 and 9). 903

6. Conclusions 904

Due to the dynamic characteristics of VNE, the active resources 905

of SN change frequently, more quantities of the nodes and links are 906

activated and more energy consumptions are produced. In this pa- 907

per, we presented a novel feedback control approach for EEVNE. The 908

stable consolidated subset of the substrate resources can be found 909

for current VNs. Two feedback-control-based algorithms were pre- 910

sented, which can increase the number of the hibernated links and 911

nodes, as a result, the energy consumption can be reduced remark- 912

ably. Our algorithms in both theoretical analysis and simulations have 913

sho 14

ma 15

num 16

erg 17

nar 18

19

beh 20

Pl

tio
ms are different. Fig. 14(c–d) shows the quantities of the hiber-

ed nodes under lightpath non-bypass and bypass. Since the inter-

diate nodes are bypassed, the number of the hibernated nodes of

the algorithms under lightpath bypass are more than under light-

h non-bypass in the saturated scenarios. For example, the number

he hibernated nodes of PR-FB, EA-FB, PR-VNE, EA-VNE and ACO-
E in the connection probability 0.1 of two nodes in the MSNET are of t

ease cite this article as: X. Chen et al., A feedback control approach for ene

ns (2015), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.10.010
wn their superiorities. The experiments demonstrate that a mini- 9

l subset of the substrate nodes and links for VNs can be found. The 9

ber of the hibernated nodes and links is enhanced, and the en- 9

y consumption is reduced significantly in the non-saturated sce- 9

ios. 9

The energy consumption of SN is closely related to the dynamic 9

avior of VNs, where the periodic and aperiodic dynamic changes 9
he loads usually coexist in the environment of VNE. In the future 921
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work, we focus on the state sensing and switching technology for922

energy savings and revenue maximization in the periodic and ape-923

riodic dynamic changes of loads. Moreover, since there is a trade-off924

between the revenue and the energy efficiency in the saturated sce-925

narios, it is worth exploring the pricing strategy to keep the balance926

among revenue, cost and energy saving.927
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